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away the excess.
2. Manipulate the piece to fit, paste the edges for 3

mm and bond together with tissue as described
above. Both sides are done and excess tissue rubbed
off.
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PREPARATION OF A BOOK FOR BINDING
This is the concluding part qf Arthur Johnson's contriblttion, the -first part having appeared in the May 2000 issue o.f
Morocco Bound Arthur is the author o-f the w'ell-known Thames ond Hadson Manaal of Bookbinding. As v,ith the
previous part, readers shoulcl also find this one to he very in-fomrative.

In method G the loss of text is less Plates which are smaller than the book page size may
l. Place matchin-q paper under the missing part and be mounted on sheets of similar format

scratch the outline with a needle point. Gently tear See Illustration H 1,2,3.
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1. Cut the required sheet and position the plate. Mark
each comer with a needle point.

2. Cut out the pane 3mm smaller all round and pare
the edge. The plate can also be pared on the back if
needed.

3. Paste the pared edges and lay the plate into position
and bond down with a folder.

Damaged edges of sheets are strene(hened with torn
lengths of repair tissue with the correct grain direction. If
the tissue is too thin to paste, adhesive is brushed on the
leaf. Tissue is cut longer (or wider) and twice the width
required. Place the tissue on the pasted area for half the
distance, rub down, turn the leaf over, paste and fold the
tissue onto the reverse side. Excess tissue, at top and bot-
tom is used to reinforce and replace damaged corners.
See Illustration [.ILLUSTRATION G
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Worm holes are filled with a mixture of paper
scrapings and paste. Press this into the holes with
the point of a needle working on waxed paper
and a hard surface. When dry reduce the bumps
with a scalpel.

The usual adhesives will not work on plastic
surfaced paper. With care the laminate only is
cut 5mm from the back edge of the paper and
stripped off. It may then be guarded round a sec-
tion.

The removal of sellotape and similar prod-
ucts is problematic. New and release tape is lifted
ai a corner and touched with a solvent such as
lighter fuel. The liquid runs under the tape and
the backing lifts but a sticky medium remains.
Dissolve this with frequent applications of solvent;
it should not be allowed to dry until clean. The
backing ofold tape is easily lifted but it leaves a
hard ridge of brown medium which is impervi-
ous to solvents.This can be reduced by scraping
with a scalpel or it can be disguised by a layer of

ILLUSTRATION H

OTEER REPAIRS AND TREATMENTS
Dampen the edges of dog-ears and flatten them, but if they
are weak reinforce with matching tissue. Transparent heat

set tissue and pressure sensitive archival tape are ideal for
minor tears and strengthening. These are less noticeable if
torn small.

A soft erasermoves dirt more efficientlythanpowdered
rubber. The eraser is worked towards the centre of the page

as ifedges are caught they will tear or crease.

Single plates that were originally tipped in are guarded

around the fold nearest their point of reference. Sheets of
tissue facing illustrations were placed there should the ink
offset. Invariably they will be creased or stained and are

best replaced with neutral new tissue.
Grease marks are removed by painting them with car-

bon tetrachloride. Work in the open air as the chemical is
carcinogenic.

repair tissue. Powerful solvents will destroy the cellulose
ofthe paper and dissolve printing ink, therefore the removal
oftape depends on the quality ofpaper and print. Pulling
off tape will lift the surface of the paper, and rather than
this, it is wise to let it remain.

A few fox mark may be ignored for it is more harmful
to the paper to remove them. However sheets can be soaked
in a weak solution of Chloramine T, well washed in run-
ning water and the paper resized.

Water stains are the resuit of moisture spreading the
paper size but soaking the leaf will extend the stain off the
paper. It is essential to resize.

Fungus spores are present in many old books. Some

are hardly detectable but others appear as foliated growths
coloured generally brown, grey or green. Moisture reacti-
vates the spores. A soft brush will remove dry surface
growths but the paper should be soaked in a solution of
20gm Thymol in I litre of industrial methylated spirits for
fifteen minutes and washed for one hour and resized. It is
essential to wear a face mask to avoid respiratory problems.

Folding maps or diagrams tipped in the book (insets)

are removed and repaired. They are not pressed with the

text otherwise adjacent sections will be indented but are

refolded and nipped. Make up the map with stubs of paper

to the thickness of the section and hinge this with a thin
linen guard and sew as an extra section. See Illustration J.

Cloth hinge

ILLUSTRATION J

Loose maps or other matter (inserts) are folded and
placed in a paper or cloth wallet. This is attached to a stub

and sewn as above.

*--'J---_ _Y:-J
I
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ILLUSTRATION I
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Should it be necessary to replace missing pages, fac-
similes can be produced. From another copy ofthe book, a

photograph is taken ofthe page and a printing block made
from this. With a subtle blend of ink, carefully selected
paper and artful printing by means of a nipping press a

faithful facsimile will result. This is a highly skilled and
expensive procedure. It is wise, if the facsimile is bound
in, to acknowledge the sheet as a copy, noting the name

and date on the inner fold.
An altemative is to bind in a blank leaf in the hope that

it can be replaced in the future with a genuine sheet. Pho-
tocopies are not an option unless requested by the owner.

PR-ESSING
When all repairs have been completed the sections are 'gath-
ered' and thoroughly collated. Ideally the sections are
knocked up to to the head and spine and piaced between
pressing boards in the centre of a press. Pressing should
continue for at least one week and the screw tightened every
other day. The result should be a solid text block with all
the air excluded from between the sheets. This is the true
measure of a book making subsequent operations easier.

A number of books can be pressed at one time by plac-
ing larger volumes on the base and building up according
to size. Each book has separate boards. Books are centred
under the screw and it will assist if a piece of card the same
size as the base plate is prepared rvith a number of lines
drawn parallel to the edges and towards the centre.

ADDRESS
FROM THE

PRINTERTO HIS LITTLE READERS.

ClnronrN, lbr this small book some thanks are due,
'fhe Printer made it purposely tbr 1,ou:
Each trade that with advantage can employ
The active man and the rngenrous boy.
Is here d"scribed, in dictron smcnth and plain:
Ilyou're improvcd. his loils are ntrt in rain.
Yet. to illustrate clear the llo*lng Icxl.
Behold the picture to each trade annexl.
-l 

he Pnnter's labours give the living breatl.

And with a living lame he crowns the dead:

MOROCCO BOUIVD .{ugust 2000

Failure to press or weak pressure could result in com-
pression in one place when the book is backed.
See Illustration K.
Therefore the worker should not be satisfied with amateur-
made or junior presses as their pressure is insufficient for
the work.

A difficulty is that sections tend to be thicker at the
folds because ofthe swell caused by guarding and repair.
In this instance the text is divided into groups and placed
between boards, spines above foredges, until approximately
the same thickness.

The foredges of photo albums and similar guarded
books are halfthe thickness ofthe spines. These are packed
with waste sheets until equal before pressing.

Any hard surfaced boards can be utilised for pressing.
Only one face is used against the book and this is kept
smooth and clean.

Illustrated volumes must be studied. Some'fresh from
the printer, or unusually produced, may be sticky and can-
not be pressed immediately although they can be interleaved
with a silicone paper.

Some artistic engravings are embossed to create added
interest andpressing would destroythe effect.. The engrav-
ings should be removed and guarded in after pressing the
remainder of the book.

Old books printed by hand presses on handmade paper
are invariably distorted by cockling in the type area only.
The heavy pressure ofprinting on damp paper spreads the
fibres and this is impossible to remove by pressure.

CONCLUSION
Preparation is the first stage of the exciting and creative
process ofrebinding.

The work is exacting but pleasurable and if executed
efficientiy the remaining operations should proceed with-
out difficulty. There may be some anxiety over the respon-
sibility ofcaring for and rebinding books belonging to other
people but that is the challen-ee of the craft.

'Tis he records the laws ofev'ry art.

And science sends to the remotest part.

llis letters, lwetrty-siri, to us have brought,

Sublimest wonders ofthe human thought!

But rn one valued book his labours shrne.

Honour'd that art rehich speaks ofthrngs divine.

.{, Prnr,ser of this work rvill convince my little readers. that in-
duslry is the sr'rurce of private happiness and public grandeur; for
to it tamilies orve their support. and nations the advantages of
commerce.

('r-rrnmerce unites men of all countries. and scaners plenty
antl varicty over the carth, by dillusing lhose pruluctions which
rvould othcrrvisc bc conlincd to thcir nativc soil. Sociely resem

LITTLE JACK OF ALL TRADES

A small bookof the abovententioned nailte has recentlt'L'onte to light. Protluced bv the printing.finrt of Haney, Dalton ond
Co qf Gracechurch Street, London on 30 October 182j, the publishers have endeat,om'ed to provide odvice to voltng
people seeking a trade. Trodes range.fi'ou building, iron ancl netalv'orking, barbering, weaving, ouctioneering, pottering
and many others. All trades are prececled u:ith an octet verse anrl most are illltstrated with copper plate engravings.
Incluled in this collection are bookbinding and related trades w,hich ure reproduced belov,.

ILLUSTRATION K
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bles a bee-hive, where, in producing a store of sweets, all are
employed-all live cheerfully; and whilst each individual works
for the general good, the whole community works for him. The
baker supplies the bricklayer, the gardener, and the tailor, with
bread; and they, in return, provide him with shelter, food, and
raiment: thus, though each person is dependent on the other, all
are independent.

How grateful should youth feel, when placed by their parents
or friends, to honest men, to learn useful hades: they then be-

MOROCCO BOUND
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come members of society, and are thus not only enabled to main-
tain themselves and future families, but are placed in the way to
gain the esteem and respect of the world; for honour always at-
tends a diligent application to our calling in life, whatever that
may be. I, my little readers, when working at my press, am con-
scious of the utility I am to mankind, and often reflect with pride,
that Guy's noble Hospital was founded by a Boorser-len; and
that the great and immortal Dr. Franklin, was once, Iike me, A
JounrueyneN Pnttren.

It is extraordinary that the origin of the art of Printing is in-
volved in such obscurity, that it cannot now be determined, with
certainty, who was the inventor of it; nor is it precisely known
when or where it was first practised; though it is generally al-
lowed to have been first attempted at Mentz in Germany, by a

person named Guttenberg, and some others, between the years
1440 and 1450. This " divine art," as it has been termed, was,
however, introduced into England, from Germany, about the year
1468. The first printed books were executed with letters cut upon
blocks of wood; but these were found very inconvenient and ex-
pensive, as they would only serve for the particular work for which
they were cut. The next improvement was to cut single letters in
wood; so that the same set of types might be used for different
works. The discovery was completed by the invention of the
method of engraving the characters on a steel punch, and then
sinking them into a copper matrice; so that the letters might be
cast singly, of a metal peculiarly adapted to the purpose.

These types or letters are distributed, each kind by itself, in
cases. The compositor, placing the copy of the work before him,
picks up letter by letter, and arranges them in order,
to form words and sentences, till he has composed a page, and so
on for the whole work: the degree of expedition and dispatch
with which this is carried on, is not easily to be conceived. When
a certain number of pages are completed, they are firmly placed,
in due order, in a chase, which is a square iron frame. In this
condition the work is called aform; and the next thing is to work
it off at the printing- press.

The wooden Printing Press, which was in common use till of
late years, was a clumsy and rather complex machine. There are

now Presses of various constructions; but that invented by the
late Earl Stanhope, which is made of cast-iron, is generally ap-
proved. A more modern sort, is the Columbian Press, also of cast-
iron; and, lastly, there is a Printing machine, worked by a steam
engine, which is capable of performing an immense quantity of
work in a short time. Formerly, the ink was applied to the letter
by balls, made of sheep-skins: the operation is now performed by
a roller, made of a soft composition.

THEPAPER.MILL

WHre is the paper newly from the mill;
A soul unblemish'd, Providence gave me,
Conscience to know what's good and what is ill,
The choice to be a slave, or ever free.
What first He made me, may I so remain,
Nor link my soul to sin; but open, fair,
And, like the pap€r, void of spot or stain;
Or, if inscribed, his word be written there.

Pepen is made of linen rags, which are taken to the mill, and
sorted, according to their degrees of fineness, into three parts;
and instead. of the old method of pounding the rags to pulp with
large hammers, they use an engine, which consists of a round,
solid piece of wood, into which are fastened long pieces of steel,
ground very sharp. This is fixed in a large trough, into which the
rags are put, with a sufficient quantity of water. At the bottom of
the trough is a plate with steel bars, ground sharp like the former;
and the engine being carried round with prodigious velocity, re-
duces the rags to a pulp in a very short time. The motion of the

t .?tirttrr ? /Irorr ,lfiitrr'. ,1.3or'/t/titdrt'

engine causes the water in the trough to circulate, and by that

means constantly returns the stuff to the engine. The trough is
regularly supplied with clean water at one end; while the dirty
water from rags runs off at the other, through a hole defended
with wire gratings, to prevent the pulp from going out with the
dirty water.

When the stuff is sufficiently prepared for use as above, it is
put into a vat, and the work- man dips his mould (which is a kind
of sieve made of brass wire, exactly of the size the paper is to be
made) into the liquor, and gives it a shake, as he takes it out, to
clear the water from the pulp, He then slides it along a groove to
the coucher, who tums out the sheet upon a small blanket, laid
upon a board, and lays another blanket on it; he then returns it to
the maker, who by this time has prepared a second sheet upon
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another mould. He thus continues to make sheet by sheet, until
he has completed six quires. The water being thoroughly squeezed

out of the paper at the press, it is carried to the loft, and hung
upon lines to dry. They then take it down and rub . each sheet

with the hand, after which it is sized. Vellum shavings, or parch-
ment boiled in water and mixed with vitriol and alum, are what

MOROCCO BOUND
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they call size; this being poured over them, Prevents the ink from
spreading and sinking, as it does in blotting or copper-plate print-
ing papers, which are purposely left unsized. The sheets are again
dried in the loft, and are then smoothed, pressed, sorted, and

divided into quires.

You print in single sheets, about they're toss'd,
And, but for me, for ever might be lost;
Though on the fine outside much please you look,
Good child, admire the words within the book.
For whether gilt, or neatly plain, I bind
Those precious relics of the poet's mind,
I make this just reflection with a sigh,

My work is mortal, his can never die!

TsE loose sheets, printed to make a book, are first folded, either
in two for folio, four for quarto, eight for octavo, &c. and then,
with a heavy hammer, beaten on a stone, to make them smooth.
Being placed in the sewing-press, the thread is driven through
each sheet and turned round several pack-threads. called bands.

When the backs are glued, the paste-boards are fixed on, after
having been cut into shape with a pair of shears: a book in this
state is said to be in boards. The leaves are either sprinkled, mar-
bled, blacked, or gilt: if the latter, gold-leaf is laid on with size,
dried before the fire, and burnished to make it bright. The cover,
ofsheep or calf-skin, or different-coloured Morocco, is then pasted

on and the back is lettered, and omamented with brass tools of
various devices, after it has been prepared with leaf-gold; and the
whole is then, pressed and polished with a hot iron.

Children should never suffer themselves to be tempted by the
rich outside of a book: often , worthless production shines in
gold, whilst many a moral and useful work appears in a plain and
simple cover.

WueN the painter turns to clay,
And his colours all decay,
I can show his shape and air,
And his colours what they were.
Dogs and horses I can show,
Fields of wheat and hills of snow;
Ships becalm'd or in a breeze;
Cows and houses, goats and trees.

Excnevrxc owes its origin to the hint given by printing, of which
it is an imitation. The copper-plate, when polished, is covered
with a thin coat of white wax, and on this is laid the drawing,
done in blackJead, red chalk, or some other substance unmixed
with oil. By being put in the rolling-press, the impression is left

on the wax, through which the engraver traces the design on the
copper, with his needle or dry point; he then heats the plate, and
on cleaning away the wax the strokes appear: these he deepens

and finishes with a sharp tool, called a graver.
The plate is inked over; the ink is then rubbed carefully off,

except what remains in the engraved lines; a paper is laid over it;
and when it has received the impression, it is called a print. Cards,
imitating writing, are done in this manner. The chief purpose of
engraving is to give a thousand or more copies of one drawing or
painting. Until very lately, children's books were only allowed
coarse wooden cuts: but now the copper-plate engraver conde-
scends to work for them also; and, you must allow, the pictures
adoming this work are a very pleasing specimen of his art.

BOOKBINDING IN GAOL

One of the books bound by prisoners in Old Dubbo Gaol
in circa 1890, now on display at the gaol.

Photo: Jonathan Falk

Over Easter this year, I visited the excellent Old
Dubbo Gaol, which is in the main street of Dubbo,
in the Central West of NSW, approximately 400
kilometres from Sydney. The Gaol is a popular
tourist attraction, having won several tourism
awards, and over Easter there were up to 1,000
visitors a day.

The gaol was in use from 1887 to 1966.
Most of the prison, including the cells, kitchen,
library, hospital, exercise yards and gallows have
been restored and some exhibits feature animated
fi gures talking of their experi-ences of life inside. One
of the rooms, which was originally the day officers'
quarters and rest rooms, has been set aside for a

display of photographs and items associated with
the gaol and activities carried out by the prisoners.
One of these activities was bookbinding.

On display during my visit was a collection
ofsheet music bound in bookform by the prisoners.
This work was carried out for Mrs Catherine
Elizabeth Simpson in around 1890. The book was
donated to Old Dubbo Gaol on 17 Mav 1996 by

Mrs Simpson's grand daughter. The prisoners must have
been well-taught, as the illustration shows.

Jonathan Falk.
Paddington, NSW.
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CONSERVATION AT THE NATIONAL LTBRARY
OF THE CZEC}J REPUBLIC
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The Conservation Department and Bindery was established
in 1953 in the baroque Clementinum complex which dates
back to the 14th century. The National Library collection
is around six million, including a collection of 3 million
books printed before 1800, approximately 8,500 manu-
scripts, and 4,000 incunabula. The most valuable part of
the collection consists of some 5,000 medieval manuscripts
on parchment and paper, especially the 48 manuscripts
(codices) presented by the Czech King Charles IV in 1366
to the then new library.

In 1996, the C-onservation Department and Bindery moved
into a new building, the Central Depository at
Hostivar, with special facilities:

' storage for four million volumes (publications
with less than 37o annual circulation

' reading room and microfilming facilities
' restoration and bookbinding workooms - the

restor-ation area consists of approximately
six workrooms, storage and equipment room,
a photography room and office. The bindery
is situated in one very large room.

' laboratories for restoration ofpaper, leattrer and
parchment

' preservation, microbiological and chemical
testing laboratories.

Over the years, staff members have preserved many
priceless manuscripts and rare books. They have devel-
oped and improved several specialized conservation meth-
ods i.e. cold lamination, leaf casting, colour fixing proc-
esses, various treatments of leather, testing of adhesives,
etc. Recently they have been involved in developing meth-
ods for in-situ conservation of rare books and bindings i.e.
without taking them apart' 

paura Bloch.
Coogee, NSW.

These photographs show the repair work being done on a gradual
(religious book with music and text) from about 1550. The book
is supported on a custom-cut foam block and the parchment cover
is shown, still separated from the beechwood cover board which
was detached from the book and split in two pieces.

The cover was reglued, and as all the cords were broken on
one side as well as some of the section sewing, cord sewing was
required.

Photos by Paula Bloch who worked in the Conservation Depart-
ment at Hostivar (Prague) in 1999.
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The regional city of Olomouc is situated to the south-east
of Prague, in the Czech Republic. The library forms part of
the network of the National Library and also holds rare

MOROCCO BOUND

TREASURES FROM OLOMOUC

August 20(X)

books and manuscripts.
On a visit to the Conservation Department , we were fortu-
nate to see at close hand rwo most valuable manuscripts.

A chained manuscript from the 1 l-12th century, parchment bound
over wooden cover boards, vellum folios containing religious texts.
Still in ils original condition, no restoration work was required.

USAGE OF
aving dealt in and with type for about 12 years, I
recently consulted Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase
and Fable, and I was attracted to an entry on the

usage of letters. The edition was not quoted, but as it quoted
a death date of someone as 1909 and is 1 46th thousand and
over 100,000 copies had been sold by the second edition in
1895, then it is probably the 3rd edition, circa 1910. In the
short note Brewer quoted both the frequency of use of let-
ters in all circumstances and as capitals.

No doubt there are other references on this subject as

the frequency of use of letters in all circumstances is of partic-
ular interest to the designers of keyboards and designers of
word games like Scrabble and the suppliers of printer's
type. The requirements for bookbinding type could well
be quite different as usage in titles is probably different to
usage in text. Further in establishing the make up of a viable
type set, one has to allow for major differences and also
for likely losses - hence 2 or 3 Z letters even though they
are rarely used.

Brewer's sequence for frequency of use was: e, t, a, l,
s, o, n, h, r, d, i, u, c, m, f, w, y, p, g, r, v, k, j, q, x, z.

The entry raised two interesting points for me. Firstly,
how would one establish the frequency of use. Newspapers
are well known for their use of both short and slang words,
probably disproportionate to speech; technical literature I
feel sure would have more X, Y and Z letters; computer
literature no doubt has other biases. The minimum sample
to detect 0.2Vo is probably a million letters or say 500
assorted book pages, but which 500 pages? I admire Brewer's
persistence if he counted so many pagcs.

The second issue is what it would be today ? My expect-
ation is that today the proportions would be slightlv different
(the current edition of Brewer's avoids the subject), if some-
one were prepared to do thc necessary analysis. Having
some spare time on a train journey, and having a copy of
The Sydney Morning Herald with me, I spent somc timc
checking the shorter of two editorials, which I expect, are

An original manuscript from the 12th century, vellum folibs, illu-
minated texts and religious music . The spine covering and cords
have broken away from the text blocl<, exposing the sewing, spine
and coverboard lining.

LETTERS
the best "text" in the newspapers. It ran to 7,892letters and
with very few exceptions the ranking was consistent and
the actual percentages quite similar. There were many more
G letters; more C, N and T letters; less B, P, Q and V letters:
and many less J, K and Z letters (actually none). It may be
that the construction of the English language is such that
even over 90 years the usage of letters has hardly changed,
although I find that hard to believe.
Scrabble, with 98 letters excluding the 2 blanks, has prob-
lems though there needing to be a J, Q, X ot Z at all; but
Selchow and Richter must have had some evidence that
caused them to have one too many G, U and V letters and
one too few H, S and T letters (if Brewer was right).

Brewer's list, rearranged alphabetically and expressed
as percentages, was:

A 7.76Vo B l.68Vo C 2.997o D 4.187o
E 10.66Vo F 2.52Vo G 1.797o H 5.767o
I 7.5lVo J 0.597o K 0.947o L 3.847o
M 2.907o N 7.757o O 7.17Vo P 1.797o

Q 0.53V0 R 5.637o S 7.257o T 8.27Vo
U 3.76Vc V 1.287o W 2.03Vo X 0.49Vo
Y 7.967o Z 0.237o all vowels 36.26Vo.

Michael Mathew
Henley Beach, SA.

One could apply this research to a sample of US spelt text
to determine the frequency of letter usage and to compare
that with UK (or Australian) English.

Words such as programme become program; Mumto
Mom; aluminium to aluminum: labour to labor, standardise
to standardiza, rationalise to rationaliza; and many other
examples.

Leaving aside possible grammatical differences between
the systems, the overall effect of letter usage frequency may
not be all that great; the'high end' letters could be dimin-
ished while the 'low end' letters particularly the letter Z

23

could show an increase. Editor.



At the March meeting of the Queensland Bookbinders' Gulld, Lydia Egennike, Senior Conservator, Preservation Services
at the State Library ofQueensland gave an absorbing, but alarming talk on the care ofphotographs, ancient and modern.
Here are the main points that she made.

Vol. 21, No 3

J)hotographs consist of an image layer, or emulsion

!/ where silver particles for black and white, or organic
L dyes for coloured negatives or prints are suspended
in a binding medium such as gelatine, or in some cases,

formerly egg albumin.
The emulsion is supported on glass, plastic film, paper,

and recently, resin-coated paper and pigmented plastic sheets.

Causes of deterioration of black and white photos are:
1 Poor materials - cellulose nitrate, which was used for

movie and still films before 1940 deteriorates, be-
comes brittle, highly inflammable and the nitric acid
formed attacks the silver.

2 Post processing - the dyes used in tinting and lac-
quering cause fading.

3 Storage - heat and moisture are bad. The gelatine is
hygroscopic and swells in a humid atmosphere and
attracts mould and insects.

4 Backing materials which contain lignin break down
when damp and attack prints.

5 Humidity causes gelatine to stick to glassine enve-
lopes which are very acid.

6 Light causes fading, particularly UV from daylight
and fluorescent lights. Pollution such as sulphuric and
nitrogen oxides in the air cause 'silvering' - a film of
silver over the surface.

7 Ozone is particularly dangerous and is produced in
reasonable quantities by photocopiers.

8 Cockroaches and silverfish love gelatine.

COLOUR PRINTS AND NEGATIVES
The dyes in all these are fugitive, and deterioration is accel-
erated by heat and humidity.

Poor processing by some processing labs and mini-labs
where the films are not fixed and dried properly lead to
bad staining and rapid deterioration.

WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT
1 Choose a cool, well ventilated, unlit storage area and

avoid parts of the house where the temperature and
humidity can vary rapidly. Ideal conditions are 40-
557o relative humidity and 18-20'C. Not easy in most
parts of Australia!

2 Check for pests and mould and clean regularly.
3 Protect photographs in photo-safe sleeves, then in

suitable folders or boxes. The sleeves or envelopes
should be made of l00Vo cellulose paper, pH 7 and
not buffered as alkali speeds fading. Some Canson,
Winsor & Newton papers available at art suppliers
are suitable. The plastic sleeves should be made from
uncoated polyester, Mylar D or Melinex 516 or
uncoated polypropylene, Promeg. Unsuitable plas-
tics are PVC and polyethylene and anything that has
a strong smell or hazy film on the surface. Pqper is
better than plastic as it 'breathes'.

4 Storage boxes should be made from the same 70OVo

cellulose and should not contain sulphur, lignin,
ground wood or rosin sizing.
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5 Avoid storage in coloured papers as they often con-
tain dyes which will bleed or migrate onto the photo-
graphs. Black paper is particularly bad as it contains
sulphur which reacts with the silver in the emulsion.

6 Avoid storage boxes and shelves made from wood
and wood by-products as the timber and glue give
off harmful substances.

7 Never glue photographs onto boards as the glue can
diffuse through. Use Mylar photocorners with non-
acidic adhesive.

8 Never write on the backs of photographs with ink - it
will come through. Use a 68 pencil.

9 Never laminate photographs. It is a very damaging
process and completely irreversible.

10 If you store your prints in albums, buy those that have
passed the Photographic Activity Test. 'Passes PAT'
should be marked on the album.

Unfortunately, there are several imported albums on the mar-
ket which are labelled'acid free' or'conseryation standard'
which means nothing. The 'acid-free' albums, which are very
expensive, may have had a pH 7 when made, but they still
contain lignin, rosin etc, which continues to break down.

Never use adhesive/magnetic albums as the adhesive
can break down and stain the photo, lose its stickiness so

that the photos fall out, or become so strong that the photos
cannot be removed without damage. Also the interleaving
plastic is usually PVC.

In any album, never have gelatine/gelatine contact, but
interleave with sheets of acid free tissue.

Well, that is the good news, what you can do to preserve
your precious prints, but the bad news is that if colour photos
have deteriorated, they cannot be restored. Your unique 16mm
films and photos of your middle-aged children as babies may
by now have become so dark as to be useless, or taken on
strange colours. Kodachrome becomes orange and
Agfacolour, blue. Have a look at them now and gloomily
contemplate the impermanence of human artefacts.

Colour photocopies will fade even quicker as they are
not intended to be permanent and the same goes for the
products of bubble-jet printers.

If you want really permanent photographs, stick to black
and white and have them processed by a lab that special-
ises in archival processing.

Lydia had a wealth of slides (archival, I hope) to illus-
trate every point she made, so we were in no doubt as to
where we were going wrong.

Most of the above information was selected from adetailed
pamphlet Practical Hints for the Care of Photographs,
available from

Preservation Services
State Library of Queensland
P O Box 3488
SOUTH BRISBANE QLD 4101
or http ://www.siq. qld.gov. au

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, Qld.
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